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Abstract

The Tarski model allows for the simulation of various database models, using an algebraic formulation, persistent. We shall show how the Frame Data Base (FDB) model together with its language Conceptual Universal Database Language (CUDL) can be expressed in the Tarski model. We model an FDB database by a set of mathematical relations and manipulate the database by performing Tarski algebraic operations on these relations. Our main emphasis is on the data manipulation language, using the extended Tarski algebra that is proven to be a computationally complete language. We also extended the Tarski algebra in order to meet all the FDB model requirements.
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Introduction

Previous research work has shown that the FDB model [Yannakoudakis E.J et. Al. (1999)] [Yannakoudakis E.J et. Al. (2001)] and its associated CUDL language [Yannakoudakis E.J et. Al. (2006)] can form the basis for the creation and maintenance of dynamically evolving database environments. There has been a clear definition of all FDB objects as well as the CUDL language constructs and semantics. The authors have shown the advantages of the FDB model along with the CUDL language that is used to manipulate FDB data sources. The authors have also shown the problems that can be solved, using the FDB data model and the CUDL language, in comparison with the most well-known relational or object-oriented data models.

Specifically, there has been an investigation of dynamically evolving database environments and corresponding schemata, allowing storage and manipulation of variable length data, a variable number of fields per record, variable length records, manipulation of authority records and links between records and fields, and dynamically defined objects (relations in the traditional sense). This has resulted in a new framework for the definition of a unified schema that eliminates completely the need for reorganisation at both logical and internal levels. Retrieval of data is optimised through self-contained storage chunks that also vary dynamically.
Also, there has been an implementation of CUDL, addressing this new framework, including a discussion of the design philosophy of CUDL, and a specification of the language through examples of the constructs and the corresponding queries. It has been shown [Yannakoudakis E.J et. Al. (2006)] that CUDL offers a focused, flexible, efficient and highly expressive environment along with its formal basis with a targeted set of structural properties, rules, and processes, allowing the development of applications in a continuously evolving database system. It also provides the ability to define and manipulate database information and changes that can be easily navigated, ensuring full maintainability of all applications. The formal definition of the syntax and the semantics of CUDL with example interpretations have been presented, in order to illustrate its use. The basic features, query specification and interpretation, object manipulation, query language constructs, and query processing techniques used in the language have also been discussed.

Let us analyse the FDB model and the CUDL language a bit more. The user conceives the data of an FDB system via CUDL as an extension of the relational model. What the user conceives gives him tables (entities in the FDB model), rows (frames in the FDB model) and columns (tag_attributes in the FDB model). More specifically, it gives him the sense of the organisation of data under the form of tables with certain moreover extensions. The management however and operation of this model is laborious and time-consuming and it requires from the user a very good acquaintance of the proposed model. For this reason we wanted to create a language which will help the user to manipulate the applications that have been created based on the proposed model [Yannakoudakis E.J et. Al. (2006)].


Given this situation, we considered a simple algebra, the Tarski algebra, that is appropriate to support binary relation-based database schemata [M. Gyssens et. Al. (1994)]. In our case, the Tarski algebra operates on binary relations with tags (keys in the FDB model), in that it is at the level of abstraction of relation based database models and is thus more natural and effective than other algebras for such database models. We chose the Tarski algebra since we saw that it allows every possible complex manipulation of our model and is thus more natural and effective than other algebras and it is a computationally complete language [Gyssens M. et. Al.(1994)].
is important to stress here that these binary relations are conceptual. In fact, the Tarski algebra is shown to support physical data independence [Sarathy V. et Al. (1992)].

**Using the Tarski algebra for data manipulation**

The object base schemata and instances we are working with are a collection of binary relations. In order to manipulate these relations it is necessary to develop an algebra that is closed with respect to the class of binary relations and expressive enough to handle all reasonable queries. The kernel of the basic Tarski algebra [Tarski A. (1941)] consists of four well-known operators on binary relations:

✓ The union of two relations \( r \) and \( s \), denoted \( r \cup s \)
✓ The composition of two relations, denoted \( r \circ s \)
✓ The inverse of a relation \( r \), denoted \( r^{-1} \)
✓ The complement of a relation \( e \), denoted \( \bar{e} \).

This algebra was then extended [Gyssens M. et Al. (1994).], [Sarathy V. et Al.(1991)] to enable representation of complex objects by adding certain object-id creation operators. The algebra was also extended with some simple selection operators. The selection operators are simple and select pairs from a relation based on certain selection conditions involving constants. The object-id creation operators are more fundamental and allow the creation of object identifiers for ordered-pairs. Specifically, the full Tarski algebra has, besides the four basic operators, two constant selection the left- and right-selection operators, and two ordered-pair (oid) creation the left- and right-oid creation operators. This algebra was further extended [Sarathy V. et Al.( 1992)] to facilitate parallel execution of queries by allowing mechanisms to horizontally partition relations and accumulate sub query results.

First, we have to state that we have the tag notion in our relations, that is a set of values (keys) that can uniquely identify each set of values (tuples) in our model. The type of coding used in the FDB model uniquely identifies an element within a record without ambiguities which might be caused by the use of names, such as ‘title’ of an element. Therefore, we do not have to create new relations with new tags, preserving the links between the attributes.

Thus, we can define an FDB database as a set of mathematical relations each one having its own tag that can uniquely identify its values.

Let us explain this. In our model we have a set of mathematical relations \( (s_1, \ldots, s_m) \) for which every value (tuple) in \( s_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq m \), is uniquely identified. Indeed, for every set \( s \) of our model we have a collection of values that consists of an infinite set of data values where some of them are used to represent the tags in our model. Our tags are not “auxiliary” values, but they also represent “data” in our model.
We have to state that in our model we use the notion of universal tagging [Gyssens M. et. Al. (1994)], meaning that in every set \(s\) in our model no value is introduced more than once as a tag. Therefore, this tag is always “new” i.e., it is not a component of a pair in \(s\) and it has not already occur in the context of \(s\), therefore every set of values in our model never gets the same tag.

For example, let us consider the relation messages:
\[
\text{messages (message_id, language, message)}.
\]
This is uniquely identified by (message_id, language) as it is defined to be the primary key in the relation and as it is shown this relation is in 3NF [Yannakoudakis E.J et. Al. (2001)].

The same happens with the relation entities:
\[
\text{Entities (frame_entity_id, title)}.
\]
This relation is uniquely identified by (frame_entity_id) as it is also defined to be the primary key in the relation and it is also shown that this relation to be in 3NF [Yannakoudakis E.J et. Al. (2001)]. In the appendix of this paper we show how all the relations in an FDB database are uniquely identified.

Therefore from definition 8.5 [Gyssens M. et. Al. (1994)] we can conclude that an FDB database can be simulated in the Tarski algebra. In this definition authors prove that by using the encoding of Codd relations into mathematical relations, they can simulate a relational query in the Tarski algebra. In other words they show that when we have relations with tags these relations can form queries that can be simulated using the Tarski algebra.

We now turn to the CUDL language. This language is defined over the FDB data model in order to offer focused, flexible, and efficient management of the model, expressing full use of it’s capabilities by containing rules, processes, that can serve any applications based on that model. The language has the ability to smoothly combine schema and data querying while exploiting all FDB modelling features. It is therefore a programming language that offers a set of built-in data definition and manipulation operations, as well as direct support for the fixed FDB data model [Yannakoudakis E.J et. Al. (2006)]. Therefore all CUDL functions rely on operations on the binary relations that consist the FDB data model.

So we can approach the description of CUDL constructs by using the extended Tarski algebra and we can translate CUDL queries into equivalent Tarski algebra expressions.

In the following part of this paper we are going to deal with the most commonly used (and maybe most important) CUDL functions defined, which are:

- **Data manipulation**: CUDL is able to handle requests to update or delete existing data in the data source or to add new data to the data source.
Data queries: CUDL is able to handle requests to retrieve existing data from the data source.

Before we proceed we would like to introduce the nested “if then…” construct, which is a derived construct that can be simulated in the basic Tarski algebra and is specified as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{If} & \ (\text{tarski-expression}_1) \ \text{then} \\
& \ (\text{tarski-expression}_2) \\
& \ \text{If} \ (\text{tarski-expression}_3) \ \text{then} \\
& \ (\text{tarski-expression}_4) \\
& \ \ \ \ \ \vdots \\
& \ \text{If} \ (\text{tarski-expression}_m) \ \text{then} \\
& \ (\text{tarski-expression}_{m+1})
\end{align*}
\]

Generally speaking every CUDL statement includes a projection and (or) a selection, as defined in the Tarski algebra, in the set messages. This set holds all the information that the user can actually understand. After that the values in the set messages are combined with the sets in question, using the Extended Tarski algebra $\kappa\iota$ the construct that we have introduced above, in order to give the user the final result.

In other words every CUDL query begins with a mapping of the values of the set in question to their corresponding values in the set messages in order to select tuples that satisfy a given predicate and (or) copy values for some specified attributes only. Since we are dealing with sets, duplicate rows are eliminated. Afterwards we do the following:

- perform efficient searching on the sets of the data source that focuses on the collection of values (information) that match user queries
- organize this information into collections (virtual subsets) each of which contains all or part of the information originally asked by the user
- construct a final (virtual) subset based upon the created collections that holds the information wanted
- return a result to the user

The following are chosen to cover different types of CUDL statements, in order to show the range of the algebra.

**Query**

Here we want to find which tags appear under the entity x. In the CUDL language we would provide the following statement:
To solve this query using the extended Tarski algebra we have:

```plaintext
Query entities_tags
begin
    Message_id_entity = Π_{message_id} (σ_{message=x}(messages))
    Entity_id = Π_{frame_entity_id}(entities ∩ message_entity_id)
    While (tag_attributes ∩ entity_id) ≠
        do
            Tags_temp = Π_{title} (tag_attributes ∩ entity_id)
            Tags = Π_{message} (messages ∩ tags_temp)
        Od
    Return tags
End;
```

Here, we first have to find the “message_id” value of the value x. Thus, we have a subset of the set “messages” called “Message_id_entity”. In the next step, we take the “frame_entity_id” value in the set “entities ∩ message_entity_id” and we have a new subset called “entity_id”. Then we perform an iterative query in the set “tag_attributes ∩ entity_id” that is, we take each value appearing under ‘title’, having another subset called “tag_temp”. Then for each value found under title we take the values appearing under “message” in the set “messages ∩ tags_temp”.

**Addition**

Let us suppose that we want to add a new value x in the set entities. In the CUDL language this is done by using the following statement:

```plaintext
✓ Add entities title = ‘x’
```

In the Tarski algebra this is achieved as follows:

```plaintext
Message_id = Π_{message_id} (σ_{messages=x}(messages))
If message_id =
    then
        New_message = \{(message_id,language,message) | (message_id,language,message) messages\}
        Message_id = Π_{message_id} (new_message)
    New_entity = \{(frame_entity_id,title) | (frame_entity_id, title) entities ∩ title message_id \}
    Entities = entities ∪ new_entity
```

First we have to look for the “message_id” value in the set messages that corresponds to the value x. If there is no such value in the set messages then a new value x is added in this set. Now we can take the “message_id” value for the value x and thus create a new subset called “message_id”. Then we create a new set called
“new_entity” containing the new value. The last step is to add this new value the set entities.

**Deletion**

In the following we show how we can delete an entity x from the set “entities”. In the CUDL language we provide the statement:

```plaintext
✓ delete entities when entity = ‘x’
```

In the Tarski algebra this is achieved as follows:

```plaintext
Message_id_entity= Π message_id (σmessage=x(messages))
If Message_id_entity ≠
then
Entity_id_temp= Π(frame_entity_id,,title)
(entities∩message_id_entity)
If Entity_id_temp ≠
then
  Entities = entities – entity_id_temp
```

Again we have to look for the “message_id” value in the set messages that corresponds to the value x. If this value exists in the set messages we have a new set called “message_id_entity” (which is not empty). Then we perform a search in the set “entities∩message_id_entity” and take a new set called “entity_id_temp”. If this last set is not empty then we can have a new set “entities” not containing the value in question (x).

**Replacement**

This example demonstrates how we can replace the value y in the set “entities” with a new value x. In the CUDL language we have:

```plaintext
✓ alter entities  title = ‘y’ with ‘x’,
```

whereas in Tarski algebra we have:

```plaintext
Message_id1 = Π message_id (σmessage=y(messages))
If message_id1 ≠
then
  Entities_temp = Π (frame_entity_id) (entities ∩ message_id1)
If entities_temp ≠
then
  Entities = entities – entities_temp
Message_id2 =
Π (message_id (σmessage=x(messages)))
If message_id2 ≠
then
```
New_message =
{(message_id,language,message) | (message_id,language,message)
messages}
Message_id = \Pi_{message_id,message}
(new_message)
New_entity =
{(frame_entity_id,title) | (frame_entity_id, title)
entities \land title \land message_id}
Entities = entities \cup new_entity

Else
New_entity =
{(frame_entity_id,title) | (frame_entity_id, title)
entities \land title \land message_id2}
Entities = entities \cup new_entity

Here we have to look for the “message_id” value in the set “messages” that corresponds to the value y. If the value actually exists in the set “messages” then we look for this value in the set entities. If this value exists there as well we must proceed into removing this value from the set “entities”. Then we have to look for the “message_id” value in the set “messages” that corresponds to the value x. If the value does not exist in the set “messages” then this value is added. Finally the new value is added to the set entities (see Addition statement). If the value exists in the set “messages” this value is added only in the set “entities”.

Conclusions

Previous research work has shown that the FDB model and its associated CUDL language can form the basis for the creation and maintenance of dynamically evolving database environments. However we noticed that there is an obvious lack of an algebraic formulation for both the FDB model as well as the CUDL language, and we decided to provide such an algebraic formulation, since algebraic formulations are better platforms from which to build real database systems. Given this situation, we considered a simple algebra the Tarski algebra, that is appropriate to support binary relation-based database schemata. We modeled an FDB database by a set of mathematical relations and manipulated the database by performing Tarski algebraic operations on these relations. Therefore, we have shown that the Tarski algebra provides a strong and simple algebraic foundation for the definition of the data FDB model as well as data manipulation and queries in the CUDL language. This helped us to understand the theoretical foundations of the query language based on that data.
model. Also, we have extended the Tarski algebra in order to meet the FDB model requirements.

In the future we need to investigate how this algebra can be extended. In this direction, we intend to provide more extensions in this algebra in order to meet more advanced features of the FDB model and the CUDL language (such as aggregates, grouping, ordering and mathematical operations). We also intend to consider in detail the application of the Tarski algebra in the formulation of more complex manipulations of the FDB data model.
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**Appendix**

We present the binary relations used in the FDB model with their unique identifiers (tags in the Tarski algebra, keys in the FDB model). The identifiers are underlined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>(language_id,lang_name)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Datatypes</td>
<td>(datatype_id,datatype_name)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages</td>
<td>(message_id, language,message)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entities</td>
<td>(frame_entity_id,title)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag_attributes</td>
<td>(entity,tag,title,occurrence,repetition,authority,language,datatype,length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfield_attributes</td>
<td>(entity,tag,subfield,Title,occurrence,repetition,language,datatype,length)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalogue</td>
<td>(Entity,Frame_object_number,Frame_object_label,Temp_stamp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tag_data</td>
<td>(Entity,Frame_object,Tag,Repetition,Chunk,Tdata)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority_links</td>
<td>(From_entity,Auth_tag1,To_entity,Auth_tag2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subfield_data</td>
<td>(Entity,Frame_object,Tag,Tag_repetion,Subfield,Subfld_Repetition,Chunk,sdata)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit_data</td>
<td>(entity,tag,format_type,byte_size,bit_image)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coded_subfields</td>
<td>(entity,tag,subfield,start_char,end_char,cods_value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coded_tags</td>
<td>(entity,tag,start_char,end_char,codt_value)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sys_interface</td>
<td>(sys_int_id,language,sys_message)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>